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Abstract Controversy regarding the role of colloids in

the resuscitation of trauma patients has persisted for the

past century without a clear resolution. Recently, the early

treatment goals of traumatic hypovolemic shock have

changed with an emphasis on minimal intravenous fluid

administration and the avoidance of over-resuscitation.

While some clinicians see a role for colloids in this model,

others have become wary as evidence mounts against the

efficacy and safety of hydroxyethyl starch and human

albumin in critically ill patients. We reviewed the history

and fundamentals of the crystalloid versus colloid debate

and explored the relevant findings from the prominent non-

trauma literature with attention to their applicability in the

trauma population. Critical appraisal of the trauma-specific

colloid literature is offered with a focus on study design

and practical utility. Finally, we offer recommendations

about the rational selection of fluids for clinicians who treat

these challenging patients.
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Introduction

Traumatic injury is a frequent occurrence throughout the

world, the third leading overall cause of death in the USA,

and the main cause of death in people between ages 1 and

44 [1]. Out of fatalities resulting from trauma, hemorrhage

has been suggested as the second most common contrib-

uting cause of death, with the majority of mortality

occurring within 48 h of the inciting injury [2, 3]. Simi-

larly, hemorrhage was the cause of intraoperative death in

82 % of patients following major trauma in one series [4].

Intravenous crystalloid and colloid solutions play a critical

role in pre-hospital care, initial resuscitation, and as an

adjunct to transfusion during ongoing resuscitative efforts.

While there is considerable worldwide variability in pref-

erence for resuscitation with either crystalloid or colloid,

and for the types of colloids preferred, the utility of albu-

min and hydroxyethyl starch (HES) in trauma patients will

be reviewed herein [5].

Background

The Science of Intravenous Fluids: A Brief Summary

The Starling equation, which links net fluid movement

between compartments with capillary versus interstitial

hydrostatic and oncotic pressure, has traditionally been

used by proponents of colloid resuscitation to describe fluid

dynamics in vivo. The terms crystalloid and colloid trace

their origin back to Thomas Graham, who in 1861 descri-

bed aqueous solutions with the ability to readily diffuse

through membranes as crystalloids, versus colloids that did

not [6]. While time has shown this definition to be some-

what flawed, the monikers have remained. Crystalloids
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consist of mineral salts in aqueous solution with or without

other water-soluble molecules, such as buffers. Following

administration, the volume of infusate quickly equilibrates

across the entire extracellular fluid (ECF) volume, for

which the interstitial compartment accounts for 75 %,

versus only 25 % for the intravascular compartment. [Note

that the terms first, second, and third space refer to the

intravascular, extravascular (interstitial plus intracellular),

and nonfunctional compartments, respectively]. Colloids

contain solutes large enough to exert an oncotic pressure

and should confer a hypothetical benefit of prolonged

intravascular permanence compared to crystalloids, which

forms the foundation of the debate at hand.

Attention has been drawn recently to the role of the

endothelial glycocalyx, which forms a carbohydrate-rich

barrier along the apical surface of vascular endothelial

cells. The glycocalyx itself exerts an oncotic force such

that the classic Starling model has required revision [7, 8].

As our understanding of this complex barrier continues to

evolve, it has been hypothesized that its integrity can be

degraded by inflammatory mediators (following ischemia

or during sepsis) or mechanical stress (such as hypervole-

mia), at which point colloids may not be retained as

completely in the intravascular compartment leading to

capillary leak and potentially exacerbating tissue edema

and fluid accumulation [9, 10]. As proteins are bound

within and on the surface of its thick matrix, this may

create an endovascular ‘‘sealing’’ effect. It has also been

proposed that colloids interact with the glycocalyx in a

complicated fashion as evidenced partly by improved

coronary blood flow secondary to vasodilatation in a gui-

nea pig heart model following albumin but not HES

exposure [11]. While ‘‘glycocalyx’’ has become a buzz-

word of late and a target of translational research, clinical

applications remain sparse at this time [12]. Regardless, the

interaction of colloids with the vascular endothelium is not

as simple as was once conceived.

Trends in Resuscitation

Based on the classic model of shock developed in the

1940s by physiologist Carl Wiggers involving induced

hypovolemia in anesthetized animals, Tom Shires later

demonstrated that crystalloids (in addition to blood trans-

fusion) were necessary to replete ECF losses following

prolonged hypotension secondary to controlled hemorrhage

[13, 14]. This concept was adapted for use in military and

civilian trauma care, and the timely administration of

appreciable crystalloid volumes became standard practice.

Subsequent animal models and clinical experience began to

suggest that, in cases of uncontrolled hemorrhage, over-

zealous crystalloid resuscitation disrupted coagulation,

worsened bleeding, and contributed to mortality [15]. In a

landmark study published in 1994, patients with penetrat-

ing trauma for whom resuscitation was delayed until the

time operative intervention were more likely to survive

[16]. While the concept of delayed resuscitation is now

better characterized as hypotensive or damage control

resuscitation, a tenuous body of evidence hints that, in

penetrating trauma, extensive resuscitation before surgical

control of hemorrhage could be counterproductive [17, 18].

Accordingly, some have envisioned a role for colloids in

this setting to limit the total volume of fluid administered

prior to hemostasis, which is an old concept with renewed

attention [19•].

Historical Perspectives on the Debate and Colloid

Development

The first colloid to see significant use in humans followed the

research of James Hogan in 1915, who sterilized and diluted

warmed bovine gelatin in saline [20]. Hogan was quick to

publicly espouse the merits of colloidal resuscitation and

traveled extensively throughout the European theater during

the First World War to demonstrate the preparation and

application of his novel treatment [21]. Concurrently, the

English physiologist Bayliss had conducted a series of

experiments in animal models of ‘‘wound shock,’’ which he

remedied by sparingly administering a solution of gum ara-

bic, a derivative of Acacia senegalis tree sap, in saline to

supplement intravascular oncotic pressure [22]. A related

solution was implemented at forward camps during the final

months of World War I, thus marking the first widespread use

of resuscitation with colloids [23]. Ultimately, the adoption

of gelatin was delayed owing to issues with preparation and

storage, and gum arabic was abandoned secondary to its

hepatotoxicity and antigenicity [24, 25]. The first commer-

cially produced synthetic colloidal resuscitation solution

polyvinylpyrrolidon was synthesized by the prolific German

chemist Walter Reppe in 1939 and later marketed by Bayer

under the trade name Periston [26]. Periston was acquired

and investigated by US researchers, who recommended

against its use owing to tissue accumulation and a short

intravascular half-life [27].

Alfred Blalock’s work in the 1930s shifted the focus

away from Bayliss’ conservative and colloid-centric

resuscitation practices to the critical role of whole blood

(and plasma) in the treatment of hypovolemic shock to

support oxygen-carrying capacity [28]. Related efforts

toward the fractionation of whole blood, and subsequently

plasma, led to the availability of albumin via the Cohn

process [29]. While the utility of plasma as a ‘‘volume

expander’’ was already well-established, concerns over

frequent contamination with hepatitis despite desiccation to

facilitate storage, and the clinical utility derived from other

fractionation products (such as gamma globulin), made
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albumin, which could be heat sterilized and easily stored,

an attractive battlefield alternative during World War II

despite increased production cost [30]. Following the

aforementioned shortcomings with the synthetic colloids

available, attention was drawn at the conclusion of the

Second World War to dextran, a complex polysaccharide

that was originally developed in Sweden while searching

for a safe plasma substitute [31]. Implementation of a

plasma production and stockpiling program during the

Korean War suffered setbacks due to viral contamination

and logistic hurtles. Accordingly, albumin and dextran

were used almost exclusively at forward resuscitation

facilities during the latter stages of the conflict despite the

contemporary recognition that dextran prolonged bleeding

time and impaired renal function [32–34].

As alluded to previously, the use of significant quantities

of crystalloid for resuscitation after battlefield trauma was

not commonplace until the 1960s following research asso-

ciating the repletion of ECF in shock via isotonic crystalloids

with improved survival [14]. This shift in practice (coupled

with more aggressive blood product transfusion) reduced the

incidence of renal failure and mortality during the Vietnam

War; however, a new clinical entity termed ‘‘shock lung’’

was identified following prolonged resuscitation [35]. This

came to be known as acute respiratory distress syndrome

(ARDS) by the 1970s, and concern grew that iatrogenic

crystalloid administration played a role in its etiology.

Multiple trials were conducted in the 1980s and 1990s

comparing the pulmonary effects of resuscitation with

crystalloids versus colloids; however, varied populations,

problematic study design and endpoints, and heterogeneous

interventions made it difficult to draw conclusions. Large

meta-analyses would later demonstrate no difference in the

incidence of adverse pulmonary outcomes [36, 37]. How-

ever, the majority of trials were conducted in an intensive

care unit (ICU) setting, leaving practitioners to wonder about

the applicability of this research to trauma patients.

After nearly a century of debate, we are still faced with

many of the same quandaries involving the same fluids.

Questions linger as to their cost effectiveness, impact on

coagulation, association with renal failure, and overall

safety. Perhaps most importantly, to what degree can the

large body of research from ICU, surgical, and septic patients

be accurately extrapolated to the trauma population?

Colloid Use in Modern Critical Care: Implications

for Trauma Patients

Hydroxyethyl Starch: From Boom to Bust

HES is derived from nonionic amylopectin sourced from

either waxy maize or potato, which, when coupled with a

crystalloid medium, has enjoyed great popularity over the

past 20 years as a volume expander. HES products are

described by their percentage in solution, average molec-

ular weight, and number of hydroxyethyl group per glucose

molecule (e.g., degree of molar substitution). Formulations

with larger molecular weight and degrees of substitution

persist longer intravascularly and were the initial targets of

pharmaceutical development (Table 1). Hespan (6 % HES

600/0.75 in 0.9 % saline) and Hextend (6 % HES 670/0.75

in lactated electrolytes) were the first products approved by

the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in

1972 and 1999, respectively. However, first (heta- and

hexa-starch) and second (pentastarch) generation HES

products were associated with coagulopathy, prolonged

storage within the reticulo-endothelial system, and long-

term renal impairment [38–41]. Accordingly, efforts were

then directed toward the creation of a ‘‘third generation’’

product, which resulted in two tetrastarch formulations:

Voluven (6 % HES 130/0.4 in 0.9 % saline) and Tetraspan

(6 % HES 130/0.42 in Ringer’s lactate). After their release,

a commercial marketing push was followed by papers

espousing a similar efficacy profile to prior HES genera-

tions with a reduced likelihood of adverse effects [42–44].

Joachim Boldt, a German anesthesiologist with a long track

record of prolific HES research and industry ties, was quick

to espouse the benefits of these new products. Boldt later

came under scrutiny for failure to secure institutional

review board approval for multiple studies, and evidence

suggesting widespread data falsification has ultimately led

to the retraction of approximately 90 publications [45]. In

addition to casting doubt on meta-analyses containing the

implicated results, these developments have also served to

paint HES in a negative light overall [46••, 47].

These setbacks were followed by the publication of the

Scandinavian Starch for Severe Sepsis/Shock (6S) trial, the

Crystalloid versus HES Trial (CHEST), and the Crystal-

loids Morbidity Associated with Severe Sepsis (CRYST-

MAS) trial, all of which linked tetrastarch with adverse

outcomes [48•, 49•, 50]. When coupled with the Volume

Substitution and Insulin Therapy in Severe Sepsis (VISEP)

study, which examined the effects of pentastarch, these four

large randomized control trials (RCTs) served to cast fur-

ther doubt on the efficacy and safety of HES [51]. Discus-

sion of their relative merits and weakness lies beyond the

scope of this review and has been the subject of much

debate [52, 53]. In summary, these pivotal studies suggest

that HES is deleterious in septic or otherwise critically ill

patients with an associated increased risk of mortality and

renal failure (Table 2). Following a similar move by their

European counterpart, the FDA added a boxed warning to

all HES products that advises health professionals against

their use in patients with critical illness, sepsis, pre-existing

renal dysfunction, and severe liver disease [54].
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Replacement Ratios: Sparse Volume-Sparing

Traditional teaching holds that crystalloids must

be administered in a 3:1 ratio to achieve similar intravas-

cular volume expansion as that of whole blood or colloids.

This dictum stems largely from old and limited experi-

mental animal models but nevertheless has been long-

perpetuated [14, 55, 56]. Accordingly, one point often

argued in favor of colloids is that their greater oncotic

pressure and prolonged intravascular presence should result

in a ‘‘volume-sparing’’ effect. However, in clinical prac-

tice, the ratio of crystalloid to colloid needed to achieve

similar hemodynamic parameters appears to be smaller. In

the VISEP, 6S, CHEST, CRYSTMAS, and CRISTAL tri-

als, patients received, respectively, an approximate 1.4:1,

1.1:1 (non-significant), 1.15:1, 1.2:1, and 1.5:1 ratio of

crystalloid to colloid to obtain similar resuscitative end-

points in ICU patients [48–51, 57]. In the Saline Versus

Albumin Fluid Evaluation (SAFE) and Albumin Italian

Outcome Sepsis (ALBIOS) trials, the ratios of crystalloid

to albumin required for resuscitation were 1.4:1 and 1:1

[58, 59•]. Accordingly, colloids appear to confer, at best, a

small benefit when examining total fluid administration.

Transfusion Requirements and Coagulopathy:

A Consistent Trend

As mentioned previously, multiple studies have linked the

administration of HES to both coagulopathy and increased

transfusion requirements in cardiothoracic, general surgi-

cal, and septic patients [60–63]. These clinical findings

have been paired with in vivo and in vitro investigations as

to the effect of HES on coagulation as measured by

thromboelastography, which were recently reviewed [64].

In summary, the authors analyzed 24 studies, 19 of which

demonstrated coagulopathy following the administration of

hetastarch. While clotting time was not consistently pro-

longed, weaker clot formation by virtue of impaired

platelet aggregation, and fibrin cross-linking was demon-

strated in patients who received tetrastarch compared to

crystalloids or albumin.

Current Evidence on Colloid Use in Trauma

Albumin and the SAFE Trial

Albumin has been used widely for resuscitation since its

development in the 1940s despite, what might now be

considered as, limited clinical investigation before its

implementation. In 1998, a Cochrane review linking

albumin use in critically ill patients with increased mor-

tality drew incredible attention from the medical commu-

nity and mainstream press to what was, at the time, a $1.5

billion USD worldwide industry [65, 66]. Sales of albumin

subsequently faltered until later meta-analyses emerged

that painted albumin in a somewhat more favorable light

[36, 67–69]. The SAFE Study aimed to resolve questions

from these conflicting analyses [58]. The investigators

hypothesized that administration of 4 % albumin or 0.9 %

sodium chloride for resuscitation in a multi-center hetero-

geneous ICU setting would not have an impact on 28-day

all cause mortality.

After randomizing nearly 7,000 patients, no significant

difference was detected in 28 day mortality, length of ICU

admission, or survival times. When comparing albumin

and saline within all 1,186 patients with trauma, the rela-

tive risk of death in the albumin group was 1.36 but with a

confidence interval just crossing unity (0.99–1.86,

P = 0.06). Of note, subgroup analysis of trauma patients

who had received albumin revealed an increased relative

risk of death at 28 days attributed to the 7 % of the study

population traumatic brain injury (TBI). A subsequent post

hoc follow-up study (SAFE-TBI) also found significantly

increased mortality at 24 months [70]. Compared to

patients with GCS scores of 9-15, those with scores of 3-8

had significantly worse outcomes. Although, as the authors

themselves mention, the relatively small sample size does

not support a definitive conclusion, these findings under-

score the potential for harm in patients with severe TBI.

One theory is that albumin may lead to increased intra-

cranial pressure, reduced cerebral profusion pressure, and

thus poor outcomes as examined in a second post hoc

analysis (SAFE-TBI II) [71].

Table 1 FDA-Approved hydroxyethyl starch (HES) products

Trade

name

Manufacturer HES

%

Mean molecular

weight (kD)

Molar

substitution

Diluent Year licensed

by FDA

Available as

generic (Y/N)

Hespan B. Braun 6 670 0.75 0.9 % sodium chloride 1972 Y (Teva)

Hextend BioTime 6 600 0.75 Lactated electrolyte solution 1999 N

Voluven Fresenius Kabi 6 130 0.4 0.9 % sodium chloride 2007 N

FDA United States Food and Drug Administration, kD kilodaltons
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First and Second Generation HES: Military

and Civilian Experiences

As reviewed previously, the military has long employed

colloids for resuscitation. Starting in 1996, immediate

infusion of one liter of Hespan was advocated for Special

Forces medics treating those with shock in the setting of

controlled hemorrhage [72]. Subsequent evaluation

beginning in 1998 drew attention to HES as an option for

initial casualty resuscitation beyond just the special forces

arena, and in 2002 the widely employed Tactical Combat

Casualty Care (TCCC) guidelines were amended to rec-

ommend up to one liter of Hextend [73–76]. Treatment

with a volume greater than one liter was not recommended

over concerns for coagulopathy and as failure to respond

likely suggests poor hemostasis. In addition to heat toler-

ance, robust packaging, and cost savings over albumin,

HES also has an appreciable weight advantage over crys-

talloids when faced with delayed patient transport owing to

its prolonged duration of action, which is a major logistical

advantage [76, 77]. Interestingly, up to one half of military

pre-hospital providers continue to use crystalloid solutions

despite the TCCC recommendations [78].

The first study to examine the efficacy and safety of HES

in a civilian setting was conducted in 2008 at Ryder Trauma

Center in Miami, Florida [79]. During initial resuscitation,

all trauma patients without burns were eligible to receive

500–1,000 ml of open-label Hextend immediately upon

arrival at the discretion of the admitting surgeon in addition

to SOC with crystalloids and blood products. Ultimately,

1,714 patients with blunt or penetrating trauma were enrol-

led, 805 received HES, and 909 did not. Univariate analysis

showed overall mortality in HES patients to be lower;

however, multivariate analysis with logistic regression

accounting for other baseline measures and influences on

mortality did not demonstrate a significant difference.

Patients with penetrating compared to blunt trauma who

received HES were found to have lower overall morality (4.4

vs. 13 %, P = 0.0016). However, HES administration was

associated with significantly higher rates of ICU admission,

blood product transfusion, sepsis, and ARDS. A retrospec-

tive review by the same authors found that, in 281 patients

requiring emergency surgery after admission for trauma, use

of Hextend was associated with anemia, thrombocytopenia,

increased likelihood of transfusion, and no difference in

mortality [80].

The only other large study to have investigated the

effects of resuscitation with hetastarch in trauma came

from Shock Trauma at the University of Maryland Medical

Center [81•]. In a retrospective fashion, trauma patients

admitted to an ICU, with an injury severity score of 9 or

greater, and who survived longer than 24 h were identified.

Of those, 491 patients received Hespan. The mean dose ofT
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HES was 725 ± 400 ml, and blunt trauma accounted for

85 % of all patients. Overall unadjusted in-hospital mor-

tality was higher among patients who received HES and

remained significant after adjustment for other variables

(1.96, 95 % CI 1.49–2.58, P \ 0.0001). Sub-group ana-

lysis of patients who received HES and did not undergo

surgery again demonstrated increased mortality (OR 2.81,

95 % CI 1.89–4.18, P \ 0.001). Total fluid administration,

blood product utilization, and the incidence of acute kidney

injury were significantly higher in the HES group. Finally,

among patients with TBI, use of HES was associated with

increased mortality (OR 2.51, 95 % CI 1.77–3.54).

Both studies have limitations that preclude any definitive

statements based on their findings. The Ryder study was

neither randomized nor blinded owing to state law that does

not allow for community consent. The unavoidable mortality

associated with catastrophic traumatic injury and the practical

difficulties of retrieving and administering study fluid during

that hectic time further increase the likelihood of selection

bias. While the authors posit that survival bias may explain the

worsened outcomes in patients who received HES, ultimately

the study is unable to definitively establish either a safety or

efficacy profile for HES in trauma patients. Like any retro-

spective database review, the Shock Trauma study also has

multiple inherent limitations. The authors did not distinguish

between blunt and penetrating trauma in their statistical ana-

lysis and, given that 85 % of patients who received HES

sustained blunt trauma, their findings may be driven by that

population. As in the Miami study, they identified an associ-

ation between HES and increased transfusion requirements.

Considering the above finding, use of HES in patients with

blunt trauma (possibly including TBI) does not appear to

confer a benefit and may be deleterious in several regards.

Although pentastarch formulations are not currently

approved by the FDA, two small studies are mentioned

herein for the sake of completeness. Examining a total of

64 patients, the effects of HES 10 % 250/0.45 versus

crystalloid infusion in the early resuscitation of trauma

patients were investigated, and neither study demonstrated

a mortality difference [82, 83]. Small study size, use of a

hyperoncotic HES preparation, and lack of FDA approval

for these solutions severely limit the impact and applica-

bility of these findings to current clinical practice.

Tetrastarch and the Fluids in Resuscitation of Severe

Trauma (FIRST) Trial

To date, the FIRST trial is the only published randomized

controlled trial to examine the effects of HES in blunt or

penetrating trauma patients [84•]. At a single center in

Cape Town, South Africa, blunt and penetrating trauma

patients who had received a maximum of 2 liters of crys-

talloid were randomized to receive either HES 130/0.4

(Voluven) or normal saline for further resuscitation. Over

the course of three years, 115 of 140 eligible patients were

enrolled, and 109 were ultimately analyzed. Of those, 42

patients suffered blunt trauma and 67 had penetrating

trauma. No difference in mortality was seen. Patients with

penetrating trauma randomized to saline received signifi-

cantly more fluid within the first 24 h and had a higher

incidence of renal failure (16 vs. 0 %, P = 0.018). Per

subsequent published communication from the authors,

patients with penetrating trauma who received HES dem-

onstrated significantly lower lactate levels versus those

who received saline with an average difference of 0.68

(95 % CI 0.07–1.29, P = 0.029) when accounting for the

marked differences in baseline lactate levels [85]. Blunt

trauma patients who received HES required significantly

more blood products within the first 24 h.

It is inadvisable to draw concrete conclusions from the

data presented above for several reasons. The study was

manufacturer-sponsored and initially designed to primarily

address the volume of fluid required for resuscitation and

time until return of bowel function with no intent to examine

mortality, renal failure, or coagulopathy [86]. While the

authors were quick to tout the improvement in lactate

clearance and markers of reunal function, most adverse

outcomes listed above were downplayed. In addition to the

possibility of funding and reporting bias, the study was also

likely underpowered to detect renal failure given the small

sample size. Marked baseline differences in the blunt trauma

arm of the study preclude any determination about the utility

or safety of HES in that subset, and findings based on analysis

non-randomized subgroups may be skewed. A similar

manufacturer-sponsored trial was conducted in 2009; how-

ever, results have yet to be published [87].

Conclusion

Despite the theoretical benefits to resuscitation with col-

loids, the clinical evidence available does not support their

role for resuscitation in trauma or otherwise critically ill

patients. We agree with the authors of the recent Cochrane

Review that examined the role of colloids for resuscitation

in trauma, burn, and surgical patients, which concluded that

‘‘as colloids are not associated with an improvement in

survival and are considerably more expensive than crys-

talloids, it is hard to see how their continued use in clinical

practice can be justified’’ [46••]. As reviewed above, the

non-trauma literature suggests that neither HES nor albu-

min confers a meaningful volume-sparing effect. The trend

toward increased transfusion requirements likely secondary

to coagulopathy is evident in both sets of the literature.

Furthermore, the use of even modern HES formulations has

been associated with increased mortality and renal failure.
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The initial evidence for the utility and safety of HES

following trauma-induced hypovolemic shock was con-

fined to a body of animal studies with varying quality, a

review of which is beyond the scope of this discussion.

Clinical management based on animal models of colloid

resuscitation in shock has led to ultimately false conclu-

sions and deleterious patient outcomes at several points in

the history of this debate as summarized previously.

Admittedly, there are practical barriers to RCTs in this

population: consent, the impact of overwhelming injuries

on unavoidable early mortality with subsequent failure of

randomization, the conduct of a trial during frenzied

resuscitation, and a highly variable patient population. At

present, we are faced with a paucity of high-quality clinical

studies addressing outcomes of colloid resuscitation in

trauma. Based on the available evidence, there appears to

be no role for albumin (and perhaps HES) in patients with

TBI as evidenced by increased mortality in this patient

population, especially in the setting of severe TBI. While

the underlying research is problematic, the use of HES in

patients with blunt trauma appears non-superior to crys-

talloids and possibly deleterious as demonstrated most

consistently by elevated transfusion requirements likely

secondary to coagulopathy. While there may be a role for

small volumes of HES during early resuscitation following

penetrating trauma, especially when faced with delayed

transport, there is not enough evidence to recommend its

use in a hospital setting during initial resuscitation, intra-

operative care, or in the ICU thereafter, especially when

coupled with an established poor safety profile in critically

ill patients.
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